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Forensic Biology and Chemistry 
Resume Profile I have a profound background on biology and chemistry as I 

major in forensic biology and minor in chemistry. Career Objective To apply 

my background in forensic biology and chemistry to access employment in a 

science field that will promote and enhance my laboratory skills, computer 

skills, and organizational skills. 

Experience 

I have profound experience in General Biology where I undertook laboratory 

reports, poster sessions, and various research projects. I also have 

experience in Genetics chemistry and Cell biology. Additionally, I have 

experience in the Biology of Microorganisms where I identified unknown 

bacteria. 

Skills 

Laboratory and equipment Skills 

I have relevant skills to operate computerized scanners, microscopes, PH 

meter, sample freezers, and machines that carryout chemical studies. I have 

skills to carryout Column Chromatography, Plasmid DNA isolation and 

purification, bright Field Microscopy, and Staining and Culture of 

Microorganisms. I also possess laboratory safety skills and protective 

techniques. 

Research Skills 

I have substantial skills that enable me to perform Online and print research 

that manifest in academic scientific publications and medical journals. I also 

have wide knowledge on the findings of other researchers that reference 

their studies on Genetics chemistry and Cell biology. 
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Analytical Skills 

In have strong analytical skills to interpret my test results and the findings of

other researchers. I am also familiar with the DNA analytical tools, DNA 

sequencing, DNA extraction, and all statistics that relate to Genetic studies. I

have the skills that enable me to carryout long-term observations in my 

research projects. 

Computer Skills 

I have relevant skills to record the results and operate the gene imaging 

software. More so, I am familiar with fundamental computer package that 

include MS Word, Adobe Illustrator, PowerPoint, and Excel, which were 

significant in the presentation of my research results. 

Organizational Skills and Communication Skills 

I have strong organizational skills and recommendable interpersonal 

communication skills. I also have the ability to interact with others both 

orally and in writing. Moreover, I can work independently and as part of a 

research team. 

Teaching 

I have been preparing equipment and supplies for lab instruction. I also 

assist fellow students in addressing various laboratory queries. I have been a

Teaching Assistant for Cell Biology Lab and Genetics Laboratory for about six

months. 

Activities, Organizations, and Community Service 

I am an active member in our local church activities. 

I have been a volunteer in our local clinic during my holidays. 
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